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Every life is a book of secrets, ready to be opened. The secret of perfect love is found there, along

with the secrets of healing, compassion, faith, and the most elusive one of all: who we really are.

We are still mysteries to ourselves, despite the proximity of these answers, and what we most long

to know remains lodged deep inside. We all want to know how to find a soul mate, what career

would be most fulfilling, how to live a life with meaning, and how to teach our children well. We are

looking for a personal breakthrough, a turning point, a revelation that brings with it new meaning.

The Book of Secrets--a crystalline distillation of insights and wisdom accumulated over the lifetime

of one of the great spiritual thinkers of our time--provides an exquisite new tool for achieving just

that.Because answers to the questions at the center of life are counterintuitive, they are often

hidden from view, sequestered from our everyday gaze. In his ongoing quest to elevate our

experience, bestselling author Deepak Chopra has isolated fifteen secrets that drive the narrative of

this inspiring book--and of our lives. From "The World Is in You" and "What You Seek, You Already

Are" to "Evil Is Not Your Enemy" and "You Are Truly Free When You Are Not a Person," The Book

of Secrets is rich with insights, a priceless treasure that can transport us beyond change to

transformation, and from there to a sacred place where we can savor the nectar of

enlightenment."The Book of Secrets is the finest and most profound of Deepak Chopraâ€™s books

to date. Want the answers to the secrets of life? Let me recommend that you start right here." -- Ken

Wilber, author of A Brief History of Everything
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I'm a long-time reader of Dr. Chopra's books, but this one is truly unique. It pulls no punches, telling

the whole story of how he sees spirit and the path to enlightenment. In the past Dr. Chopra has

used a lot of pop metaphors to get his message across and has been lumped with motivational

writers like Wayne Dyer and Tony Robbins, but in The Book of Secrets he is all spiritual, and for me

that is really exciting. If you want to learn about everything from good and evil to life after death and

the five illusions that create unreality, this is the book for you.

Part of me wants to dismiss Chopra as touchy-feely new-agey fluff, but I keep reading him because

there are such profound resonant truths underneath everything he writes about. He goes a little off

the uh, "deep," end now and again, but really, he does a fine job of relating ancient eastern

principles in a very personal and understandable way. He's actually going over the same material

with each new book, but to his credit, he finds so many different ways to relate it to the modern

world, and to different mindsets -- each book is better than the last. I think of him as the Alan Watts

of this era. There are a lot of "wow" moments in this one, and a very enjoyable journey. I've read

through it several times already.

Chopra writing of death says to "imagine yourself into a new form with a new location in space and

time."Lewis in An Encounter with a Prophet instructs an adolescent to see his dead brother pursuing

his favorite activity at a different location.These authors do not see death as a end but as a

continuation of the life here. Interesting concepts.

A truly uplifting read, this is possibly the best book so far by the masterful intelligence of Deepak

Chopra. The writing is of exceptional quality, his popular blend of scientific objectivity and poetic

mysticism. It feels strongly as though the author was himself undergoing a major personal re-birth

while writing "The Book Of Secrets".Each chapter is given to a "secret" such as "The Mystery Of Life

Is Real", "The World Is In You", "What You Seek You Already Are", "Evil Is Not Your Enemy" and

"The Meaning Of Life Is Everything". At the end of each chapter Deepak gives some exercises and

suggestions as to how one might accommodate the secret just discussed. Many of these boil down

to simple honest and open awareness of oneself and others, together with practical advice of one

kind or another. For example, in chapter 6 the author helps free you up from the fear of making

mistakes. Right and wrong decisions are mental constructs, there is bad in the good choices we

have made and vice versa.On the cover Deepak asks three questions: "Who am I?", "Where did I

come from?" and "Why am I here?". He answers them clearly and simply in the last chapter. A great



book to help you WAKE UP!

What I love so much about Deepak Chopra's books, is that he takes these profoundly deep and

spiritual concepts and brings them to us in such a way that they are tangible, livable, and practical.

Like "The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success," this is a book that I will read over and over again, and

get something more out of it each time. There is so much Truth in "The Book of Secrets" - I highly

recommend it!

This book was one I had to read twice and will likely read again. It is a powerful book with so many

insights into life and what we should be tuned into. I was somewhat depressed when I started

reading the book and it gave me hope. Sandy H

I bought this book on a whim having read Chopra's books off and on for years, and also because I

need to keep pumping positive ideas and concepts into my head periodically to believe I am actually

"evolving". I was very delighted to find that this is not about psyching yourself up to live in a fantasy

land that is reserved for sages and gurus. This book is about what is going on right now both inside

your body and outside in your reality (which are really both the same). Chropra draws on science

and religion to expand on his "secrets" that really just require that you get out of your own way in

order to access them. It is living in a dualistic world that keeps us separate from each other, our own

divinity, etc. By merely paying attention and accepting responsibility for what is happening in your

life, you can access the system that is already within you to create a profound change in your life. I

have already bought 2 more copies to give to friends who like to think about why they might be here

and what all this is about. Both of them are also thrilled. So buy this book. Or don't.

THE BOOK OF SECRETS :"UNLOCKING THE HIDDEN DIMENSIONS OF YOUR LIFE" by

Deepak Chopra, M.D., is one of Dr. Chopra's most recent books and one of his best yet. Dr. Chopra

is world renowned as perhaps the foremost leader in mind/body medicine and the creator of The

Chopra Center for Well Being in California and is the author of over 35 books. In THE BOOK OF

SECRETS the author reveals fifteen secrets of personal transformation to help the reader turn fear,

aggression, doubt, insecurity, hatred, and emptiness into their opposites. By learning these secrets

of profound wisdom, you will see how your own transformation can and will change the world we live

in. We all live in fear at the edge of terror in today's world, but Dr. Chopra emphasizes this is

because we do not perceive who we really are and the power of God, the power for good, within



each of us. "Who am I?" is the crucial question. In Dr. Chopra's words the answer is "the key to

ending all violence, suffering, and lack in the world." The key is to experience on a deep level that

"you are not in the world, the world is in you." While revealing the importance and the power we

each have as creators of our own and the world's outcomes, the author warns about the pitfalls of

"spiritual materialism," transferring values that work in the material world to apply to the world of

spirit. When we really get in touch with the invisible domain from which all power and wisdom

comes, the realm within each of us, we discover the Intelligence guiding the Universe to which we

can connect. These fifteen secrets teach us how. One of the most inspiring and personally valuable

books you could ever read.
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